DEOHAKO IPAD PRODUCTS

DEOHAKO IPAD PILOT KNEEBOARD
The Deohako iPad kneeboard is a compact, and versatile aviation mounting system that wraps around your leg quickly and ergonomically. Extends 25 cm to wrap tightly around your leg. Requires the Deohako Connection Case to utilize the attachment for all your aviation mounting needs. Also doubles great as a headrest mount to entertain your airplane guests.

Remove the yoke mount clamp, and use it at home or on the go. Includes the Deohako Connection Case and Joby Gorillapod attachment that can be used separately or together as a kneeboard, work stand, or stroller mount to display your iPad.

P/N 13-12928..........................$75.00

DEOHAKO IPAD PILOT SUCTION MOUNT
iPad Suction Cup Mount is a compact, aviation mounting system that mounts to the aircraft window quickly and economically. Enables quick mounting to the inside of the windshield in front of the co-pilot’s seat or to the left of the pilot’s seat. Very strong, and can withstand pressure from flying, turbulence, and heavy weight. Requires the Deohako Connection Case to cradle your iPad.

P/N 13-12930..........................$75.00

DEOHAKO IPAD PILOT CONNECTION CASE
Deohako develops and patented a holistic tablet mounting system integrating function with high design. The Deohako Patent-Pending Connection Case for the iPad is the only case on the market with an open - source connection. Has 2 connection types built natively into the case: - Twist-and-Click connection and ¼-20 Screw, the universal standard for many small accessories.

P/N 13-12934..........................$60.00

DEOHAKO IPAD PILOT NOTEBOOK
The iPad notebook is one of Deohako’s iPad attachments that works with the Twist-and-Click connection. Fits snugly around the Deohako iPad Case, with dimensions that just exceed the iPad form factor. iPad NOT included.

P/N 13-12936..........................$35.00

DEOHAKO IPAD PILOT RIGID SUCTION CUP
The Rigid Suction Cup is one of Deohako’s iPad and iPad mini attachments that works with the screw-in ¼-20 Screw, the universal standard for many small accessories. It is 6 inches in length, and suctions to flat, non-porous surfaces such as glass or flat plastic.

P/N 13-12939..........................$25.00

DEOHAKO IPAD PILOT BENDABLE SUCTION CUP
The Bendable Suction Cup is one of Deohako’s iPad and iPad mini attachments that works with the screw-in / ¼-20 Screw. It is 1 foot in length, and suctions to flat, non-porous surfaces such as glass or flat plastic.

P/N 13-12938..........................$25.00

DEOHAKO IPAD PILOT ADJUSTABLE CLAMP
The Adjustable Clamp is one of Deohako’s iPad and iPad mini attachments that works with the screw-in ¼-20 Screw, the universal standard for many small accessories. It attaches to cylindrical objects such as poles, wheels, and rods between 1/2 - 2 inches in diameter.

P/N 13-12941..........................$25.00

DEOHAKO IPAD PILOT KNEEBOARD
The Deohako iPad kneeboard is a compact, and versatile aviation mounting system that wraps around your leg quickly and ergonomically. Extends 25 cm to wrap tightly around your leg. Requires the Deohako Connection Case to utilize the attachment for all your aviation mounting needs. Also doubles great as a headrest mount to entertain your airplane guests.

Remove the yoke mount clamp, and use it at home or on the go. Includes the Deohako Connection Case and Joby Gorillapod attachment that can be used separately or together as a kneeboard, work stand, or stroller mount to display your iPad.

P/N 13-12933..........................$90.00

DEOHAKO IPAD MINI PILOT YOKE MOUNT
Compact, aviation mounting system that mounts to the yoke quickly and economically. Expands to a maximum of 4cm which works great for singles and light twins. Requires the Deohako Connection Case to utilize all your aviation iPad needs.

P/N 13-12929..........................$70.00

DEOHAKO IPAD MINI PILOT CONNECTION CASE
Deohako develops and patented a holistic tablet mounting system integrating function with high design. The Deohako Patent-Pending Connection Case for the iPad is the only case on the market with an open - source connection. Has 2 connection types built natively into the case: - Twist-and-Click connection and ¼-20 Screw, the universal standard for many small accessories.

P/N 13-12935..........................$55.00

DEOHAKO IPAD MINI PILOT SUCTION MOUNT
iPad Suction Cup Mount is a compact, aviation mounting system that mounts to the aircraft window quickly and economically. Enables quick mounting to the inside of the windshield in front of the co-pilot’s seat or to the left of the pilot’s seat. Very strong, and can withstand pressure from flying, turbulence, and heavy weight. Requires the Deohako Connection Case to cradle your iPad.

P/N 13-12931..........................$70.00

DEOHAKO IPAD MINI PILOT NOTEBOOK
The iPad notebook is one of Deohako’s iPad attachments that works with the Twist-and-Click connection. Fits snugly around the Deohako iPad Case, with dimensions that just exceed the iPad form factor. iPad NOT included.

P/N 13-12937..........................$30.00

DEOHAKO IPAD MINI PILOT COMBO MOUNTING KIT
iPad mounting kit provides the pilot with Winshield to yoke mounting and more. When you are done flying, remove the suction cup, and use it on the go. It is the only iPad Pilot Case on the market that can be used for various aviation mounts, but also for your everyday life. Use the various mounts at home as a versatile stand at work, home or on the go. In the box: - iPad Connection Case - Yoke Mount - Kneeboard / Headrest Mount- Durable Suction Cup Mount.

P/N 13-12927..........................$140.00

DEOHAKO IPAD MINI PILOT
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